
DRY INSTALL

Step 1.  Use (C Pad) Formaon for GS-3 & CGS-3 models. No cu ng necessary.  Finished length will be 48”L.

“Dry” Concrete Installation Instructions for Hinged GuardShack Models

Step 2.  Grade area for the pad.  Wrap the risers with pipe wrap (not included) where they will contact the concrete.
Step 3.  Set up the 2 forms in the (C Pad) formaon as shown.  Level and stake the forms.  Put the screws through the forms
into the stakes as shown.  (See FIG. 1)

Step 4.  FIll form to the top with concrete.  Finish concrete.  Let pad dry completely.
Step 5.  Place the enclosure on pad with the hinges close to the device.  Mark the locaon of hinges.  Hinge enclosure
open and align with the exisng hinge markings, then mark locaons to be drilled for anchors.  Remove enclosure.  (See FIG. 2)

SStep 6.  Drill 5/8” holes for the anchors (included in hardware kit) to 2 1/2” deep.  Tap anchors into the concrete with hammer.
Step 7.  Place enclosure back on the pad, standing up, so as to line up with the hinge bolt anchors.  Insert hinge bolts through
washers (included in hardware kit) and then through the hinge plate into the anchors. Tighten bolts with wrench.  (See FIG. 3)

Step 8.  Lower enclosure and mark hole for eye bolt anchor.

Step 9.  Hinge back enclosure to connue working.  Drill 5/8” diameter hole 2 1/2” deep for eye bolt anchor.
Tap anchor into hole with hammer. (See FIG. 4)

SStep 10.  Insert eye bolt into anchor.  Tighten eye bolt with wrench.  Lower the enclosure down over eye bolt.  
Install padlock. (See FIG. 5)

Step 11.  Strip forms and stakes, discard.

Step 12.  Grade soil up to pad.  Your’e done!
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The 12 step method to breaking your addicon to wooden forms! 
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